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Audits of Per Diem / Reimbursement Polices Continue 
 

In September of 2012, the IRS released Revenue Ruling 2012-25 with specific examples of wage recharacterization 
in employment reimbursement policies including a healthcare staffing agency. These rulings reflected information the 
IRS has procured from exam activity and represent their application of the tax law. When an industry is singled out, 
even as an example, it should be taken seriously. 30 + agencies of various sizes have been audited since 2011. 

 
Items in focus 
 
Transportation allowances must have substantiation 
 No per day/ per week car allowances without mileage/cost proof 
 
Effectiveness of Tax Home Statement and Reimbursement Policy 

Utilize a statement that is objective, followed, and audit its effectiveness. Plan for questionable submissions.  
  
Recruiter role in compliance 
 Are they trained in basic tax rules regarding tax homes, reimbursements, and your compliance workflow? 
 
No such thing as a lodging only allowances 

Per diems should include a lodging AND meal component, otherwise you must use a 60%/40% allocation. 
Alternatively, you can pay lodging in kind without meals. 

Meals only 50% deductible on corporate return unless assigning the meal per diem to the client 
 
What is your break in service policy after 12 months of work in the same area? 
 30 days; 3, 7 or 12 months?  What about continuous travel in multiple locations?  
 
How do you handle per diem, travelers, local travelers, and travelers without tax homes in the same entity? 
 Entity separation may be necessary for those who live in the metro area of the client 
 
Employment Agreements Should Be Carefully Crafted 
 First document required in Traveler Audits 
 
IRS Continues to Track Industry  
 Monitoring social media and presenting threads as evidence in audits 
 Requesting interviews of travelers to discuss tax matters “not directly involving their personal … return” 
 
NATHO Has Resources 

NATHO Tax Compliance Committee has released Tax Best Practices Policy and Travel Tax FAQs 
 

 
Class Action Suits Addressing Per Diems 

 
Avoid paying Per Diems like wages directly or indirectly – A DOL and WC Insurance issue as well 
 Watch claw backs and penalties for missed shifts. Do not peg to an hourly per diem/allowance equivalent 
  
All healthcare suits originated in the California Central District. An Omaha trucking company is involved in a similar 
suit in the 8th Circuit 
 
Verna Clarke v AMN on appeal to the 9th Circuit (one step from SCOTUS) 
 
Summary of issue 
The trial court certified a California-wide class and a nationwide collective of travel nurses and then granted summary 
judgment to defendant. The issue on appeal is whether per diem benefits that are based on and fluctuate with the 
number of hours worked, as opposed to the amount of expenses incurred, can lawfully be excluded from the regular 
rate of pay when calculating the amount of overtime owing under the Fair Labor Standards Act and the California 
Labor Code.  
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